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lleida.net announced in early November an 
employee lay-off plan which is expected to be 
accompanied by further operating costs reductions 
with an estimated positive impact of €1.3 million in 
2024. 

lleida.net has just reported a loss of €0.8 million in 
3Q23 on the back of a 22% quarterly y-o-y decline 
in Gross Profits to €2.0 million. Relative to 2Q23, 
the fall was of 11%, which suggests the rate of 
decline is slowing down (ICX sales were up 9%, 
which is encouraging).  

Opex remained contained with just a 4% increase 
relative to 3Q22 and down 7% relative to 2Q23, also 
positive. The recent cost cutting announcements 
ensure the decline in costs will continue into 2024. 

Despite the weak results in 2023, the debt position 
of the company has not deteriorated significantly, 
leaving the company in a credible position to 
recover in 2024. During the first 9 months of the 
year, the net financial debt has increased €630k to 
€8.1 million. 

Forecasts and Price Target 

We are maintaining our 2024 EBITDA (cash) 
forecasts unchanged at €2.1 million. We expect 
increased revenues to contribute with an additional 
€1 million and costs cuts with €1.3 million to our 
EBITDA expectation for 2024. 

We are maintaining our price target of €3.00 to 
reflect our unchanged EBITDA estimates. We 
fundamentally believe that Lleida.net remains a 
sound SaaS play and most likely we have already  
left behind the worse news coming from ICX. 

Price (4pm 11/12/23): €0.80

RIC: LLN.MC

Target Price (12-18 m): €3.00 
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Adjusting the cost base with one-stroke 

lleida.net has continued to address the current operational adversities with a solid cost-
cutting drive, which we expect to generate cost savings of €1.3 million in 2024, equivalent to 
7% of projected sales. In other words, we expect cash Opex to drop from €9.9 million in 
2023 to €8.6 million in 2024, an essential driver for EBITDA margin expansion.


The cost cuts will predominantly be accomplished through the announced lay-offs, followed 
by costs in other operating expenses, such as streamlining the costs associated with the 
attendance of trade fairs, external contracting, and travel.


On the revenue front, the company continues to innovate with new products and remains a 
sales growth-oriented organization. We expect sales in 2024 to rise by 10% to €18.8 million, 
with already encouraging signs from the ICX division in 3Q23. As an example of the launch 
of new products, below are three new ones coming from the Other SaaS division (primarily 
associated to the InDenova acquisition), which already represents 18% of overall sales. We 
expect new product launches to underpin sales growth in 2024.


	 (1) Certvalidator


(2) USVC 
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(3) Digital Certificate 



The market has already discounted the SMS business contraction and the adverse effects 
of losing 472 as a client. The market will be looking for signs of a recovery in the underlying 
business and this is where we expect better news over the coming quarters. In our current 
forecasts, we expect sales and gross profits to rise by 10% respectively in 2024, helping to 
contribute to an additional €1 million in EBITDA.


Putting the expected revenue growth together with the cost cuts, we have reached an 
expected EBITDA of €2.1 million for 2024. This is the same forecast as our prior 
quarter results research report, and hence, we maintain our target valuation intact at 
€3.00 per share. 
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Where we value LLN at present 

Our sum of the Parts valuation is an estimate of where we think the market is valuing 
each of lleida.net divisions compared with what we would value them according to 
our target price of €3 per share.  

We estimate how the EBITDA is distributed between each division, given that the 
actual numbers are not reported. Based on those estimates, we provide an EV/
Ebitda multiple for each of the divisions, both in the way we think they are being 
valued today and how we value them based on our target price. 

Compared to our sum of the parts valuation in our last report, we have left practically 
the same valuations for both the Software and SMS divisions. We estimate our target 
price based on a DCF analysis (WACC of 9.5%) for each division. 
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Profit and Loss Account by Quarter: 2022 and 2023

Source: LLN, Checkpoint partners 
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Profit and Loss Account 2022-2025e

Source: LLN, Checkpoint partners
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Balance Sheet 2022-2025e

* We have reduced the 2023 Net Financial Debt calculation by €1.1million, which is the amount owed to 
InDenova Shareholders and it is already held by lleida.net in Treasury Stock.

Source: LLN, Checkpoint partners
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Checkpoint Recommendation System 

The Checkpoint Recommendation System is based on absolute returns, measured by the upside 
potential (including dividends and capital reimbursement) over a 12-month time horizon. Checkpoint 
recommendations (or ratings) for each stock comprises 3 categories: Buy (B), 
Neutral (N) and Sell (S). 

Buy: the stock is expected to generate total return of over 15% during the next 12 months time horizon 
Neutral: the stock is expected to generate total return of -15% to +15% during the next 12 months time 
Sell: the stock is expected to generate total return under -15% during the next 12 months time horizon. 

History of recommendations 

Date            Recommen.       Price (€)     Target P.(€)       Period            Analyst 
16.03.2018   BUY  0,84         1,13  12 months        Guillermo Serrano  
17.03.2018 BUY  1.11         1.53  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
17.07.2018 BUY  1.15         1.53  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
17.10.2018 BUY  1.03         1.53  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
24.01.2019 BUY  1.06         1.53  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
24.04.2019 BUY  0.92         1.40  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
23.07.2019 BUY  0.87         1.40  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
21.10.2019 BUY  1.01         1.60  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
21.01.2020 BUY  1.35         1.80  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
21.04.2020 BUY  1.75         3.00  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
21.07.2020 BUY  4,34         6.00  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
26.10.2020 BUY  8,90        12.00  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
26.01.2021 BUY  6.00        11.35  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
20.04.2021 BUY  6.28        11.15  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
22.07.2021 BUY  5.59        11.15  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
11.11.2021 BUY  4.38          9.00  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
22.02.2022 BUY  3.24          9.00  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
04.05.2022 BUY  4.06          9.00  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
11.08.2022 BUY  2.50          7.50  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
25.10.2022 BUY  1.84          6.00  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
09.03.2023 BUY  2.27          5.00  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
10.05.2023 BUY  1.64          5.00  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
05.09.2023 BUY  1.15          3.00  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 
12.12.2023 BUY  1.15          3.00  12 months        Guillermo Serrano 

Checkpoint does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its research reports. As a 
result, investors may take the view this could affect the objectivity of the report and therefore should 
consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision.  

Frequency of analyst reports: at present Checkpoint has committed to a quarterly update of Lleida.net 
financial and operational performance. 

Investment horizon: our reports focus mainly on small capitalization and illiquid stocks where standard 
Venture Capital investment criteria should apply. An investment into a small market capitalization stock 
should be done on a 3-5 year time horizon in order to realized the full potential of the investment 
opportunity.   
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Disclaimer:


Checkpoint Partners (Spain) SLU [Checkpoint] is a financial advisory firm primarily specializing in the 
technology sector. Further information can be obtained from our website www.checkpointp.com or 
by writing to us at gfs@checkpointp.com.


All third party information has been checked to the best of Checkpoint's professional expertise and 
accuracy, however it has not been independently verified and Checkpoint makes no warranty, 
express or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability, timeliness or completeness of the information.


Furthermore, this report has been drawn up in accordance with the Commission's Delegated 
Regulation (EU) 2016/958 of 9 March 2016 supplementing Regulation (EU) 596/2014 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council as regards regulatory technical standards for the objective presentation 
of investment recommendations or other information recommending or suggesting an investment 
strategy and for the disclosure of particular interests or indications of conflicts of interest.


Checkpoint has no conflicts of interest in relation to the drafting of this research report within the 
meaning of Article 6. 1 of the regulations, as Checkpoint does not hold a net long or short position 
exceeding the threshold of 0.5% of the total issued share capital of the issuer mentioned in this 
report and the person preparing the report is not a market maker or liquidity provider of the issuer's 
financial instruments, has not been lead or co-manager during the twelve months preceding any 
offering of financial instruments of the issuer, is not a party to an agreement with the issuer relating to 
the provision of investment firm services set out in Sections A and B of Annex I to Directive 2014/65/
EU of the European Parliament and of the Council.


Checkpoint is remunerated for the drafting of this report by the firm under review and may be, or 
seeking to be, engaged by the companies described in this report for other types of financial 
services. The investor should take this fact into consideration and assume that Checkpoint may have 
a conflict of interest that could affect its objectivity. Accordingly, this report should be considered only 
as one element in making investment decisions.


Checkpoint does not provide advice on legal and tax matters. This should be referred to appropriate 
professionals. Past performance is not a guarantee of future returns. Investments denominated in 
foreign currencies are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that could have an effect on investor 
returns. Investment prices may fluctuate and, therefore, you may not get back some or all of your 
original investment. Neither this report nor any accompanying documents or information may be 
reproduced in whole or in part, or used for any purpose other than that for which they are presented, 
without the prior written consent of Checkpoint.
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